Insulin stimulates sugar transport in giant muscle fibres of the barnacle.
Insulin stimulates sugar transport in vertebrate skeletal muscle but the mechanism of insulin action is unknown. It has been reported that Na transport in giant muscle fibers of the barnacle (Balanus nubilis) is sensitive to insulin but no one has examined the sensitivity of sugar tansport to insulin in this preparation. We show here that insulin does, indeed, stimulate sugar transport in barnacle muscle. The great advantage of barnacle muscle over all other muscles used so far for investigating the mechanism of insulin action is its large size, which facilitates measurements on single cells and permits the experimenter to control the intracellular environment of the muscle fibre by the technique of internal dialysis. Using single muscle fibres it is possible to show that acceleration of sugar transport by insulin is associated with a fall in ionized Ca, a fall in cyclic AMP and a rise in cyclic GMP. Working with internally dialysed muscle fibres we find that insulin only increases sugar transport when the dialysis solution contains ATP. In the absence of insulin, sugar transport is dialysed muscle is increased by a rise in ionized Ca, a fall in cyclic AMP and, when the internal Ca is elevated, by a rise in cyclic GMP.